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How a trip to Jamaica refueled my passion!
When I began volunteering for Reading Owls International, I knew right away
that I was doing something worthwhile ‐ something that would have a real
impact in the lives of children and their families who live each day with far less
than I could ever imagine.
By Lynn Kuzneski

To my mind, access to books
could be a great equalizer,
providing the single most
important tool children need
to build literacy skills and
boost their confidence as
learners, thinkers and
contributors to the world. But
what I never considered was
how this volunteer experience
would impact me.
Last September, I had the
special opportunity to travel to
Jamaica to attend the grand
opening of Reading Owl’s first
lending library at Clifton
Primary School in Hanover,
Jamaica. From the moment I
found my seat on the plane
and struck up a conversation
with my seatmates, I realized
that this trip would be far
from ordinary.

Everyone I encountered
along my journey to Jamaica
was genuinely moved to hear
about the work of Reading
Owls. Even the gate agent in
Atlanta, GA, who asked why I
was travelling to her
hometown of Montego Bay,
Jamaica, reached over to give
me a huge hug of thanks for
bringing something so
valuable to the children of
her home country.
Along with fellow Reading
Owls volunteer, Dana Falk, I
arrived at Clifton Primary
the day before the grand
opening celebration. The
administrators, teachers and
children were all busy doing
their part to help prepare for
the next day.
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This was clearly a
significant event for this
small, rural community
in the hills of Lucea, a
city on the west end of
the island. I was
immediately struck by
the bubbling excitement
and humble pride of
this community, as well
as by their hard work
and resourcefulness in
transforming the large,
single room space –
typically used by 4
classrooms – into a
special gathering space
for the celebration.
We arrived early the
next day to help with
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last minute
preparations. By midday, parents and other
members of the
community began
arriving and taking their
seats. It was incredibly
hot and humid, perhaps
like most days in
Jamaica, but nothing
could stifle the energy
of the room. With
dignitaries and
members of the press in
attendance, Clifton
Primary School led
their guests through a
wonderful program of
speakers and student
performances.

We listened intently as
each speaker
emphasized the
importance of reading
and the role parents
must play in supporting
their children and this
new “state of the art”
library. At the
conclusion of the
program, I had the
distinct honor of cutting
the ribbon to officially
open the first-ever
“Reading Owls
International Library.”
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It was a moment in my
life that I’ll never forget,
watching the students
run toward the newly
constructed and
brightly painted
bookshelves, filled with
over 2,800 books
donated by Reading
Owl’s supporters, to
find new books to bring
home and enjoy with
their families. Another
image I’ll treasure is
watching a group of
students buzzing
around the new desktop
computers, each taking
turns clicking and
exploring their new
windows to the
world! The reality of
this remarkable
endeavor really struck
home when the
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principal of a nearby
school asked me if/how
we could bring a similar
library to her school. At
that moment, I felt a
tremendous sense of
accomplishment in
knowing what Reading
Owls had done for this
community. Our library
would serve not just
Clifton, but also the six
surrounding
communities who do
not have school libraries
or a functioning public
library. I left Clifton
Primary that evening
with great resolve to
work harder upon my
return so that we might
help another deserving
school in Jamaica in the
not so distant future.

Above
section of the Reading Owls
International library at Clifton Primary
School.

Back home, I shared this
experience with my family
and friends, especially the
stories of the young
children I met and the
genuine sense of hope and
gratefulness I felt at Clifton
Primary. Now, I am sharing
my story with you in the
hope that you too might
like to feel the same sense
of purpose that I felt back
in September. Please, ask us
how you can help Reading
Owls to continue fulfilling
its mission of "creating
readers for life." All it takes
is a small gesture of
kindness (donating a book,
hosting an awareness event,
making a donation) to
change the lives of those in
need.

01 Inside library
02 section of
computer lab
03 Kids marveling at new
books
04 Library Nook
05 Student showing her
"Clifford" book
06 Reading Owls
International
(lending) library
lab
07 Computer
demonstration
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